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Introduction

Advanced Planning = Optimized Results
When thinking strategically about
ORTEC’s future, I always come back
to the main goal: translating extensive
business know-how and advanced
planning expertise into real, tangible
results for our customers. We realize
this objective through a combination of
business process knowledge, ICT and
Operations Research techniques.
At the heart of our strategy is the creation
of productized business solutions.
Productizing increases accessibility and
the business alignment ensures the best
fit and the highest possible results. This
long-term strategy is now paying off as
more and more companies realize great
results by using Advanced Planning in
their daily operations.
What’s more, we have amassed a
growing number of supporters who
are proud of our shared success. One

notable example is our nomination,
along with TNT Express, for the
prestigious Edelman Award. This
accolade follows a previous nomination
four years ago, together with Coca-Cola
Enterprises.
Also due to this growing recognition
from our clients and the industry, we
are committed to delivering even more
value with our innovative solutions.
That is why we are working hard in three
key areas: increasing support for new
and existing customers at the project
start with our Value Assessment service;
enhancing post implementation support
with our Business Performance services
to assist in reaching KPI targets; and
finally, simplifying the way in which
the value of advanced planning and
scheduling is communicated so that it is
easy to see the potential opportunities.

Just check out any of our publications,
including those on the New World of
Planning, to find out more.
As our customers confirm: it really is
possible to achieve outstanding results
with the latest APS solutions. Find out
what the leading companies in a broad
range of industries have to say in this
edition of the InfORTEC!
Aart van Beuzekom, CEO

Inspiring you on the road to success
What can you expect in this issue? Definitely lots of interesting
articles featuring enthusiastic customers, innovative ORTEC
solutions and great results!

demand forecasting, inventory planning and route execution
within a single APS system. You can read more about these
exciting new products in our ‘Focus on Solutions’ section.

Kuehne + Nagel, a world leading logistics service provider,
and Electrolux, global home appliance manufacturer, are just
two of the many companies being featured. We are also keen
to build on last year’s themes of ‘Discovering the Value’ and
the ‘New World of Planning’. And you can read more about
these concepts on page 6 and page 27.

And finally, ORTEC is proud of its commitment to sustainability
and social responsibility. Our optimization solutions can
make real headway in tackling the growing problem of road
congestion (page 26). We also take great pride in working with
humanitarian organizations (page 30) in order to ‘optimize the
world’ and make a difference to society in which we live.

ORTEC ’s dedication to delivering business-specific solutions
is highlighted in the retail article on page 8. Our market
driven innovation is further evidenced by the launch of a new
self-rostering application and the recent release of ORTEC
Inventory Routing, a unique solution designed to integrate

We hope the articles will prove an invigorating read and
inspire you on your road to success!
Ronald Buijsse
Corporate Marketing Director
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Column
Prof. Goos Kant

Society holds the key to reducing traffic
congestion
In June this year, a Dutch book entitled, ‘De file, dat ben je zelf’, (‘Road congestion - that’s down to you’)* was
published, which focuses on the scientific knowledge that currently exists about traffic, congestion and
transportation. The main conclusion to be drawn from the book is that congestion problems can only be resolved
when society is ready to drastically change the way in which it drives and travels around the country.
This immediately drew my attention to how some of my transportation sector contacts responded to a statement
such as this. Some complained that they are always stuck in traffic because of the vehicle restrictions in force in
city centers. Others responded: “We don’t do traffic jams, and therefore drive our vehicles outside of rush hours.”
Albert Heijn recently reported that planned congestion time had been reduced from 8% to 7% by means of
various initiatives, such as off-peak deliveries, etc. And while 7% is still quite high (they take this into account
during planning), it appears that this is the best solution across the entire Albert Heijn supply chain.
Increasing awareness about congestion and accessibility is giving rise to new initiatives, such as traveling through
the night, and bundling transport flows, etc. There are still many more delivery options yet to be explored.
Furthermore, for companies operating daytime, nationwide distribution networks from a single distribution center,
the current initiatives are to move towards increased overnight shuttling between (regional) hubs, which will
facilitate optimal morning deliveries, either by efficient cross-docking or by switching (LHV) trailers. Given these
trends, it would seem that initiatives, such as the nightly exchange of parcels between various regional-based
distribution companies, are catching on fast.
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It is also great that nowadays, map suppliers (such as Navteq) can provide
detailed, expected speed profiles for specific road segments on the map.
Advanced planning systems can integrate this data to create the most optimal
and efficient route plans. With real-time data capture during execution (via GPS
systems and other techniques), companies can record actual arrival, departure
and travel times. This data can then be used to analyze the best scenario and
determine if the congestion delay outweighs other alternatives. So, it is up to
you whether or not to embrace the traffic jam because society itself holds the
key to resolving the issue of congestion.
* only available in Dutch

ORTEC celebrates multi-award winning
success
At ORTEC, we are aware of the
value of our solutions, but receiving
external recognition is a real
motivator to continue to work hard in
our field. That is why we are delighted
to receive the Consumer Goods
Technology (CGT) Reader’s Choice
Award for the fourth consecutive year. This award recognizes
the way in which our advanced planning solutions deliver
improved supply chain performance, among a host of other
benefits. What’s more, ORTEC was selected as an ‘Editor’s
Pick’, which distinguishes companies that offer additional or
unique types of support and services.

In addition, ORTEC plays an active
role in supporting students to
further enhance their mathematical
knowledge by taking part in the
annual AIMMS/MOPTA optimization
modeling competition. This year, the
ORTEC team of graduates (Rianne Langenberg, Harwin de
Vries, Arno Witte - advised by Cindy de Groot), were awarded
second place for their model of a solution for the localization
of ad hoc sensor networks. The modeling competition, open
to contestants across the globe, aims to encourage people
with a passion for Operations Research and Optimization to
deal with challenges and/or real world problems.

ORTEC is also celebrating the fact
that a number of its customers
have received the coveted CIO 100
Award. Each year, CIO identifies
and honors 100 organizations that
have distinguished themselves
in their use of IT to create competitive advantage,
optimize business processes, enable growth or improve
customer service. It is great that ORTEC’s advanced
solutions are able to support clients in this way.
Furthermore, ORTEC’s commitment to social responsibility
has received a boost with the nomination as a finalist in the
Global Business Coalition (GBC) Business Action on Health
Awards. This award recognizes ORTEC’s contribution to
optimizing the logistical processes of North Star Alliance
(NSA), an organization established in 2006 to unite members
of the transport industry in responding to the AIDS pandemic
in Africa.

ORTEC is celebrating its second
nomination in four years as a
finalist for the prestigious and
coveted Franz Edelman award. This
year’s nomination recognizes the
collaborative efforts of ORTEC, TNT Express and Tilburg
University to apply Operations Research techniques in
the optimization of TNT Express’ global supply chain, with
outstanding results.
Together with our customers, we look forward to winning the
next award that will symbolize our collaborative efforts to
optimize logistics across the globe!
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The New World of Planning

The New World of Planning:

A dynamic source of inspiration
Following the launch of ORTEC’s book titled, ‘The New World of Planning’, we have received
many positive responses, some of which include opportunities that not only complement the case
studies in the book, but also perfectly demonstrate the dynamic nature of Advanced Planning and
Scheduling (APS). Three of these opportunities and one critical success factor have been selected
to highlight the potential benefits that can be realized in several key areas.

Opportunity 1: increase planning quality by
broadening the planning scope
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By increasing the planning scope to include additional
constraints and more extensive demand and resource
information, an APS system is able to generate more efficient
and realistic plans. Here are just a few examples of the
additional data that can be captured and included in the
calculations:
 Historical, real-time and even predictive traffic 		
congestion data for continuous and more accurate
time delay estimations
 Unloading restrictions at delivery locations
(e.g. at distribution centers and retail shops)
 Extended employee profile data
(e.g. specific capabilities) to support the optimal
assignment of resource to demand

Opportunity 2: increase employee satisfaction,
retention and company profits by switching to
self-rostering
The recent rise in self-rostering was born out of a desire
to provide employees with more autonomy over their
work schedules, while simultaneously balancing workload
and employee shift preferences. The benefit of this new
phenomenon is that by allowing staff to organize their own
schedule, the planner is freed up to concentrate more fully
on predicting anticipated workload and optimally steering
the planning process. Employee satisfaction also increases,
which leads to greater levels of commitment and higher staff
retention rates. Moreover, by combining self-rostering and
centralized planning, businesses can ensure that there is
greater cohesion between the (partly) centralized planning
function and the employees, even in instances when the two
operate out of separate locations.

“Planning is bringing the future
into the present so that you can do
something about it now”
Alan Lakein

Opportunity 3: realize new business with your
APS system
Within an organization, the business model will largely
determine the structure of the planning process. However,
as companies change their planning systems and processes
they are able to take advantage of new opportunities, some
of which will also enable them to change the business model.
Unlike legacy planning systems that were unable handle the
complex decision-making required to launch a new service
or enter a new market, APS systems are able to render this
complexity much more manageable. As a result, companies
that ﬁrst set out to replace their existing planning systems,
without altering their processes or business, are now able
to see the huge potential of APS to improve or change their
processes and business.

Critical success factor
In the New World of Planning, the planner is able to focus
much more on creating alternative planning scenarios and
this can be done for larger groups in order to increase
resource optimization and generate new opportunities.
However, if each and every planning change is immediately
communicated to the workforce, there is a definite risk of
information overload.
For this reason, companies should clearly define when, why,
where and how often a plan should be adjusted, to whom the
changes should be communicated, and via which medium.
After all, effective communication and the implementation
of effective controls are critical success factors for realizing
a whole host of new opportunities in the New World of
Planning.

Conclusion
Today’s Advanced Planning Systems really are proving to
be an excellent source of inspiration for generating new
opportunities. And this, ultimately, is what the New World
of Planning is all about: continuous improvement, real
innovation and new business potential that will far exceed
our current expectations. 				
n
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Retail

Retail logistics:
A new era of supply chain design

Not only do financial crises have
the tendency to highlight market
weaknesses, but they also push
companies to reduce operating costs,
while finding new ways to increase
efficiency. The retail industry, in
particular, faces a number of growing
challenges that are impacting the
business environment and calling for a
new era in supply chain design.
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One notable trend is the exponential
rise in internet sales as more and
more customers use the web to
research their product choices and
find the best online deals for home
delivery. Customers are becoming
more demanding and their purchasing
behavior is becoming more erratic
and unpredictable. As a result,
manufacturers continue to issue a
huge variety of brand promotions,
which makes it even more difficult
for retailers to forecast consumption
volumes for comings days or weeks.
Add to this the challenges of rising
fuel costs, urban traffic congestion,
and stiff competition, and its easy to
understand why retail organizations
require increased supply chain

flexibility and lean, optimal processes
in the warehouses and stores.
A report, published by Gartner in
2011, emphasizes this point by stating
how important it is for supply chain
leaders to integrate their planning
and execution functions in order to
minimize inventory and align the sales
forecasts with actual operations. At
ORTEC, our experience of working
with the top retailers has shown that
by switching to an APS solution,
significant improvements can be made
to increase efficiency and reduce costs.
The most important improvements are
discussed here.

Backhauling

Optimize delivery time windows
On a tactical level, it is useful to
review customer delivery days and
frequencies in order to cluster deliveries
and optimally balance the workload
over the weeks and months. This will
lead to greater supply chain flexibility
and more efficient route planning.
However, companies often stick to
inefficient delivery schedules because
they believe that their customers
would be reluctant or unwilling to
switch schedules. Our experience with
a Dutch brewery, delivering to cafes in
the same city centre on different days
of the week, proved that this was not
the case at all. In fact, after conducting
a bit of research, over 75% of its
customers said they would be happy
or even prefer to switch days.
Centralize planning
A fragmented supply chain is both
ineffective and difficult to control. That
is why it is important to centralize
all planning and execution processes

Stores

Distribution
Supplier
CDC (SMG WHS)

CDC= central DC

RDC (FMG WHS)
Cross-docking

RDC= regional DC
WHS= Warehouse

SMG= slow moving goods
FMG= fast moving goods

Number of departures
from the WHS

Time Windows

Warehouse
workload not
taken into
account

Late arrival
at the store

Pre-loading

Loading docks
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
8:00

7:45

7:30

7:15

7:00

6:45

6:30

6:15

6:00

0

5:45

Improving execution performance
And ﬁnally, it is crucial to be able to
measure performance (preferably in
real-time with actual data), particularly
of subcontractors (cost per vehiclekm, loading rate, and vehicle utilization
per route, etc.), in order to ascertain
where the largest variances occur.
This kind of information can be used
for KPI reporting and even accessed
on the iPad, so that the manager in

Number of departures from depot

5:30

Split and combine orders
On an operational level, it is important
to determine optimal delivery sizes
as this will maximize truck utilization.
By splitting and re-combining orders,
based on the available fleet and the
physical constraints of the supply
chain, it is possible to improve the
loading degree.

Departure smoothing optimizer

5:15

Efficient routing and workload
balancing
The optimal calculation of loads and
routes, taking numerous constraints
into account (such as congestion,
vehicle type, working time directive,
etc.) might lead to inefficient processes
at the warehouse or store. That’s why
it is important to consider workload
constraints at the warehouse and store
in order to increase efficiency and
reduce peaks and troughs.

5:00

in order to combine activities and gain
maximum leverage from synergies.
This was one of the key optimization
aspects at Ahold, forming part of
the centralization of their transport.
This enabled the company to achieve
overall synergies between depots, e.g.,
by reducing unnecessary infrastructure
costs, decreasing empty repositioning
and combining various transportation
structures (line-haul, distribution,
backhaul, cross-docking, etc.)

charge can check progress and view
any discrepancies. It is clearly evident,
therefore, that the current economic
crisis can actually be used as a positive
opportunity to redeﬁne the business
model and to react quickly and efficiently
to the shifting trends towards increased
dynamics. By implementing an advanced
planning system, retail industry managers
perhaps have at their disposal the
strongest weapon to combat all these
market pressures, while reducing costs
and increasing competitive advantage.
For retail organizations, there has never
been a better time to invest in new
technology.
n

Time

… with the departure smoothing
optimization module
Loading docks
7
6
5
4

20
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Order 1: 50
Fresh+1°C

Order 2: 16
Fresh+12°C

3
2
1
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Order 2: 16
Fresh+12°C
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Order 1B: 17
Fresh+1°C
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Order 1A: 33
Fresh+1°C
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20
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Trade, Transport and Logistics

Kuehne + Nagel facilitate growth with Transport
Network Optimization

Kuehne + Nagel, one of the world’s leading
logistics service providers, has decided to
implement ORTEC’s advanced vehicle routing
and dispatch solution - ORTEC Transport and
Distribution (ORTEC TD). This decision was
taken in order to improve the manageability
of the LSP’s transport network following a
period of significant growth. This growth is in
part due to the acquisition of transportation
activities for Albert Heijn, and the warehousing
and distribution activities for companies such
as PespsiCo.
“We are moving towards a smarter
way of planning,” explains Kuehne + Nagel’s
Business Unit Manager, Frank van der Heijden.
“ORTEC’s solution will not only enable us to
centralize some of our key planning activities,
but it will also improve current processes and
make it easier to create plans for multiple
depots.”
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About Kuehne + Nagel







Kuehne + Nagel International AG is a leading global logistics service provider
Services: all modes of transport for international shipping - by sea, air and land
Headquartered in Schindellegi, Switzerland
Manages 7 million square meters of storage space
Turnover: over 14 billion euros
900 offices in over 100 countries, with over 60,000 employees

“We are moving towards
a smarter way of planning”
By optimizing its distribution network, Kuehne + Nagel
anticipates an eventual reduction in the distance driven to
transport goods to its customers, who mainly comprise
retail distribution centers and other retail trade centers in the
Netherlands and Belgium. Frank van der Heijden adds: “With
our growing specialization in the FMCG market, we want to
increase customer value by switching to an advanced planning
solution such as ORTEC TD. Our aim is to add this value by
improving customer service, but at a lower cost. We also wish
to simultaneously reduce CO2 emissions.”
Enhanced customer service
For Kuehne + Nagel, the provision of real-time, centralized
information was one of the most important prerequisites when
selecting their new planning system. As Frank van der Heijden
explains: “With ORTEC we will be able to communicate more
effectively with our clients. We will also be better placed to
adapt to customer needs and to develop services that are in
line with industry trends and market developments.” Van der

Heiden is also pleased with the relationship that has developed
between ORTEC and Kuehne + Nagel, stating that: “ORTEC
has a number of other planning solutions which are of interest
to us. The applications for load building and multi-modal
transportation look particularly promising and we therefore
expect our cooperation to expand even further in the future.” n
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Health Care

Hospital cuts costs and safeguards patient
care by ‘flexibilizing’ the workforce
Cost saving initiatives are often met with organizational resistance. But surprisingly, this is not the
case at the Westfriesgasthuis general hospital in Hoorn, the Netherlands. In fact, according to Theo
Karsten, Coordinating Manager for Intervention and Care Support: “There is widespread support for
this project, even from departments not yet involved in the process!”
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Aiming for benchmark staffing levels
Westfriesgasthuis is aiming to reduce permanent nursing
staff levels to 80% of the numbers currently employed
(>2000). Karsten is keen to explain that: “This will be a
gradual process, achieved mainly through natural attrition.”
Part of the impetus for this change is due to the hospital’s
participation in a benchmarking project that has highlighted
higher than average staffing levels compared to hospitals of
a similar size and with the same types of challenges.
Karsten is quick to point out that bedside care is sacred
at Westfriestgasthuis, stating that: “Where cost cutting is

inevitable, this should exclude patient-care activities.” He
also adds: “We felt that the workload was not always evenly
balanced and so we started thinking about more flexible
options for scheduling our staff and matching supply and
demand. This is how we came to work with Performation,
ORTEC and the FlexCure Dashboard. We enquired if the
solution was able to link bed occupancy durations (in hours)
to the number of staff required to deliver bedside care, and
were told that in ORTEC Harmony, ORTEC’s workforce
scheduling system, the shift codes are designed so that it
is immediately clear which shifts are providing this type of
patient care.”

Expected savings of 35 FTE per year
After the successful pilot, Westfriesgasthuis rolled out the
project to the remaining clinical departments and as Theo
Karsten explains: “The initial results are good. In the pilot
departments we saved 14% on staffing, which equates
to 8 FTE per year. Once the system and changes are fully
operational, we expect to save 35 FTE per year on personnel
costs.” Looking ahead to the future, Westfriesgasthuis is
planning to introduce self-rostering, which will provide its
staff with more control over their shift rosters.
n

FlexCure Dashboard
The FlexCure Dashboard, jointly developed by Performation
and ORTEC, enables healthcare managers and hospital
schedulers to determine in advance (1-2 weeks) how well
the nursing staff rosters are aligned to patient flows and
calculated bed occupancy rates. Karsten explains: “We
compiled graphs using the available data, and together these
graphs form a dashboard that clearly outlines:
 The anticipated demand for care
 The required staffing levels during the next 10-14
days based on this demand
 Performance over the last ten days, including the
staffing-care demand ratio
 How to match healthcare supply and demand during
the next 48 hours
One nurse to every four occupied beds
Westfriestgasthuis then proceeded to establish the following
index: 1 nurse to every 4 beds during the day; 1 nurse to
every 7 beds during the evening; and 1 nurse to every 12
beds at night. “In order to ensure the smooth implementation
of this change, we initiated a proof of concept in two of our
departments and were very pleased with how quickly the
changes were adopted.” Karsten continues: “In addition to
implementing the new system, we also set up a daily meeting
to evaluate any adjustments required to the executed plans.
We also decided to implement ORTEC Harmony’s Flexpool
module, which supports our flexpool office to increase
delivery reliability. This in turn means that the departments
feel more confident to reduce permanent staffing levels.”

About Westfriesgasthuis
•
•
•
•
•

Bed capacity 506; operational capacity 365
258,000 outpatient visits per year
26 specialties
> 2000 employees, of which 170 are flex pool staff
The internal flex office forms part of the HR department
and is run by 1.67 FTE
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Oil, Gas and Chemicals

Bridging the gap between planning
and execution:
How new technology can optimize
the value chain from source to customer
Companies across the world are all keen to increase
operational efficiency while reducing their bottom line and
enhancing customer service. But according to ORTEC’s
Industry Leader, Janneke Meesters, many of these companies
still continue to work in traditional silos because they lack
sufficient knowledge of the way in which new concepts and
technology can optimize the value chain from source to
customer. Vendor managed inventory (VMI) is one concept
that has seen a resurgence in recent times. Although for VMI
to work in practice, companies need to focus on integrating
their planning and execution functions within a flexible,
best-of-breed solution designed to optimize their customer
inventory management and vehicle routing processes.
The benefits of doing so are clear: the supplier achieves a
more balanced workload, lower supply costs, improved
forecast accuracy and enhanced customer service, while the
customer benefits from increased fill rates, fewer stock-out
situations and lower inventory levels, which altogether leads
to improvements in customer loyalty. By taking care of the
customer and saving them money, the supplier becomes

more of a strategic partner in the customer’s business and
this is an unilateral goal.
One particular supplier in the USA obtained the following
outstanding results after integrating planning and execution:
a 30% decrease in the number of deliveries, a 39% increase
in the average delivery per customer, a 27% overall mileage
reduction and 99.5% delivery reliability. If companies wish
to achieve similar financial and operational results, they
need to tackle all areas of the business, which means:
the management and organization, the employees and its
culture, the products and work processes, and finally the
resources. And at a time when every company needs to
carefully manage its expenses and strive for excellence, it is
clear that this is a project well worth the effort.
You can learn more about the benefits of integrated Inventory
Routing by viewing the webinar that was presented by
Janneke Meesters. Alternatively, you can read the White
Paper, titled: Inventory Routing as the Way Forward, or read
the article that was recently published in PetrolWorld.
n

Air Liquide:
All set to increase delivery reliability
INFORTEC 2012/2013

Air Liquide France Industrie, a leading manufacturer and
distributer of industrial gases, has initiated a pilot project to
capture deviations in time between planned and executed
delivery routes, and to use this data to improve the reliability
of its route optimization calculations. Masternaut’s geolocation devices are used to record arrival and departure
times per customer site and this data is then interfaced to
ORTEC’s advanced vehicle routing and optimization solution
for inclusion in the route calculations. If the pilot tests are

successful, the company plans a large-scale deployment of
the solution where the aim will be to complete all routes on
time, to reduce transportations costs, lower CO2 emissions,
and be better equipped to tailor its services to the needs of
its customers. 					
n

“From a group of several specialist suppliers,
ORTEC outshone all the competition by clearly
demonstrating the necessary capabilities to handle
all of our planning constraints.”

Strong focus on ROI secures
OPET deal for ORTEC
Following an extensive return on investment analysis,
OPET, a leading player in the petroleum and oil industry
and part of Koc Holding, selected ORTEC to automate its
lubricant distribution planning. Speaking about the selection,
Murat Inci, Project Manager at OPET, explains: “From a
group of several specialist suppliers, ORTEC outshone all
the competition by clearly demonstrating the necessary
capabilities to handle all of our planning constraints. The
deciding factor, however, was the fact that ORTEC could
deliver large reductions in transportation costs, by an
estimated 5% compared with the previous year, which would
equate to significant financial savings for our company. We
expect for the ROI time for this project to be approximately
one year.”		
			
n
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Waste Management

Is your waste management business
ripe for a technology refresh?
ORTEC’s Waste Management Industry Leader, Jean-Xavier Dubois,
looks at why there has never been a better time to invest in new technology
In today’s economic climate of government cuts and lower levels of production, the waste management industry is being
forced to look at new ways of growing the top line, while reducing operational costs. In addition, these companies are
also facing increasing pressure to enhance their green credentials by maximizing waste recycling efforts and reducing their
ecological footprint. Collectively, these are quite significant obstacles to overcome. However, with the right technology, it is
possible for businesses to capitalize on these challenges and to increase their market competitiveness. As a case in point,
ORTEC’s recent addition to its customer portfolio, Pizzorno Environnement, deployed a fully integrated vehicle routing and
GPS vehicle tracking solution to optimize its collection circuits and significantly reduce both mileage and fuel consumption.
You can learn more about the success of this implementation in the following article and find out why there has never been a
better time to invest in new technology.
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Leading environmental services
provider enhances green credentials
French-based company, Groupe Pizzorno Environnement, is optimizing its
waste collection operations and enhancing its green credentials with ORTEC
and Masternaut’s fully integrated vehicle routing and GPS tracking solution.
By equipping 800 of its vehicles with
Masternaut’s GPS vehicle tracking
system, the planning department is
able to record the executed routes
and receive real-time updates on
vehicle location, distance and speed.
And with ORTEC’s advanced vehicle
routing software, planners can design
the most cost effective and efficient
collection circuits, which serves to
meets the Group’s aim of reducing fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions, while
increasing operational productivity and
flexibility.
Safeguarding service performance
Ten of Pizzorno Environnement’s
supervisors use the solution to create
optimal circuits that take into account
all business constraints. The generated
route plans are then sent electronically
to the vehicle navigation and guidance
system for onboard driver access.
According to Fabien Sinoquet, head
of IT/IS for Pizzorno Environnement:
“The software provides continual
support for the drivers and their teams
so they can perform their duties
correctly, particularly in the case of
new teams that are unfamiliar with the
routes. Furthermore, by comparing
planned and executed routes, we are
able to detect any inconsistencies in
the field and make rapid changes to
safeguard the high levels of service
performance expected by our clients.

The ORTEC solutions support the creation of optimized work schedules and vehicle collection
routes for field service employees in both the industrial and domestic waste collection sectors.

Reaping the benefits
“The solution also supports route
optimization for conserving fuel and
reducing CO2 emissions,” adds Fabien
Sinoquet. “Whereas previously a
vehicle may have driven through the
same area several times, we are now
able to adapt parts of the routes to
avoid this type of inefficiency. What’s
more, the ability to display planned and
executed routes in map view makes it
easier to compare and quickly analyze
the changes to be made. A number
of significant savings have already
been realized but we will be able to
determine these more readily in the
long run.”

About Masternaut
 European provider of innovative 		
vehicle tracking and mobile
resource management solutions
 Formed through the merger of 		
established telematics providers,
	Cybit and Masternaut
About Pizzorno
 4th national operator of Waste 		
	Management (France)
 Activity: global waste management
solutions for residential and
industrial waste
 Turnover: 190,5 M€
 Number of employees: 7000
 Number of vehicles: 2000
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Electrolux on target to reduce
distance driven by up to 25%

INFORTEC 2012/2013

Electrolux’s service centre in Fredericia, Denmark, is set to follow in the footsteps of its sister
companies in the Netherlands and Belgium by implementing ORTEC’s advanced field service
scheduling solution, ORTEC Service Planning.
As Mogens Højgaard, Field Service Manager at Electrolux,
explains: “With ORTEC’s solution, we are able to optimize
the route plans for our field service technicians and reduce
distances driven by up to 25%. This improves resource
utilization, allowing us to serve more customers with the
same number of resources. Furthermore, arrival times at the
customer are more accurate and service flexibility increases,
while leading to higher levels of customer satisfaction.”
Electrolux Denmark’s 40 field technicians carry out
approximately 300 appointments across the country each
day in order to service and repair a wide range of domestic
and business appliances. According to Mogens Højgaard:
“Our main challenge is to meet the customer’s expectations
with regard to arrival times and job completion during the
first visit. ORTEC Service Planning will definitely contribute
to helping us achieve this goal due to the increased flexibility
that the software provides. If a customer calls in for an
appointment and we have a technician in the area with
available capacity, we will be able to schedule in additional
jobs, which will of course benefit the customer.”

About Electrolux
 Electrolux is a worldwide manufacturer of domestic
and professional appliances
 Each year, more than 40 million products are sold
to customers in 150 countries
 The Electrolux product range includes: refrigerators,
dishwashers, washing machines, vacuum cleaners and
cookers of renowned brands such as Electrolux,
	AEG-Electrolux, Eureka and Frigidaire
 In 2009, the Electrolux Group achieved a revenue of
12 billion euro and had a staff of 57,000 employees.

“With ORTEC’s solution,
we are able to optimize the route plans for
our field service technicians and reduce
total distance driven by up to 25%”
Excellent interfacing capabilities
Speaking about the product selection process, Mogens
Højgaard adds: “The decision to select ORTEC was based on
two main factors: the success of ORTEC Service Planning in
the Netherlands and Belgium, and the ability of the software
to interface with our existing appointment scheduling
systems. We investigated a number of Danish software
providers but their interfacing capabilities were not able to
meet our specific requirements. Given that ORTEC’s solution
has already delivered great benefits for our sister companies,
we were confident in our choice to implement the software in
Denmark.”					
n
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DILEOZ collaboration paves the way for
total workforce management solution
ORTEC and Belgian firm, DILEOZ,
have signed a significant partnership
agreement. As a specialist provider
of integrated HR and Payroll ICT
services, DILEOZ is the first company
to have integrated Oracle’s Peoplesoft
Human Capital Management solution

Augmenting strategic
partnership

(HCM) with ORTEC’s workforce
scheduling system, ORTEC Harmony.
This collaboration paves the way for
DILEOZ to offer a total solution to,
initially, Belgian city councils and local
authorities.

ORTEC and AbiWare unite their firefighting efforts
new partnership, AbiWare’s AbiFire
ERP system and ORTEC’s workforce
scheduling software, ORTEC Harmony,
will support the fire departments to
optimally manage their personnel and
create the most efficient rosters.

ORTEC and AbiWare, a specialist
software provider, have teamed up
to deliver a fully integrated solution
to the Belgian fire service. With this

Partners

This collaboration comes at a time when
the fire service in Belgium is undergoing
a major reorganization that will see its
251 fire departments assigned to 33
zones across the country. AbiWare,
which serves 90% of the Belgian fire
service, is convinced that the ORTEC
partnership will add great value.

The ORTEC Consulting Group and
Paragon Decision Technology have
taken their strategic collaboration to the
next level with a renewed partnership
agreement. This signing paves the way
for the ORTEC Consulting Group to use
AIMMS technology to build additional
optimization solutions for both the Oil,
Gas & Chemicals and Transport and
Logistics industries
As Lambert van der Bruggen, CEO
of ORTEC, explains: “The extended
partnership falls perfectly in line
with ORTEC’s strategic vision and
ambitions. In the realm of consulting
and implementation services, our aim
is to deliver smart decision solutions
that our clients can use to make faster
and better risk-adjusted decisions in
an hypercompetitive environment.”

Future Logistics Living Lab: driving innovation through industry engagement

INFORTEC 2012/2013

ORTEC is pleased to announce its participation in the
recently formed Future Logistics Living Lab. The Future
Logistics Living Lab was founded by SAP, NICTA, and
Fraunhofer, and is dedicated to fast-tracking innovation in
the transport and logistics sector. Based in the Australian
Technology Park in Sydney, the Living Lab provides a
physical platform for industry and research to work together,
to investigate real-world logistics issues, and to demonstrate
and test innovative technology that will provide transport and
logistics solutions for the future.

ORTEC’s participation in the Living Lab was instigated by
Timo Klemm, ORTEC Senior Director - SAP Alliances, and
Alan Thomas, joint Managing Director of ORTEC Australia
and New Zealand. Commenting on this new platform, Timo
Klemm states: “Our acceptance into the Living Lab network
not only officially recognizes our industry expertise, but it
also provides a platform for further knowledge growth. In
addition, our engagement will align us more closely with SAP,
broaden the ORTEC branding in Australia, and also provide
us with the opportunity to interact with interesting customers
and experts from other logistics areas.”

Disability care
processes optimized

Timesheet application integrated with
workforce scheduling solution

In order to improve customer service
and reduce costs, Ipse de Bruggen,
an organization that specializes in
the care and support of people with
learning disabilities, has entered into
an agreement with ORTEC and Capgemini. According to Ipse de Bruggen’s
Angie Lubbers, Director of Care, and
Eric Zwennis, Director of Client Support Services: “The aim is to increase
the efficiency and effectiveness of our
primary processes. Capgemini helped
us to select the most appropriate and
optimal planning system for more than
5000 employees, which turned out to
be ORTEC’s workforce scheduling
solution, ORTEC Harmony.”

Employees of Endress+Hauser will be able to
register their working hours in real time on a
BlackBerry. The process automation specialist is
integrating Sigmax’s mobile timesheet application with ORTEC’s workforce
scheduling solution, ORTEC Harmony.
Endress+Hauser began looking for a new solution following the introduction
of new regulations on overtime. “The old system was no longer fit for purpose
anymore,” says Tamara van Loenen. “It was cumbersome to retrieve the
required management information.” The new system allows every hour to
be registered precisely and in real time. Using a web portal, employees have
a clear overview of their hours, including any overtime. Mobile software on
BlackBerrys can also register distances driven. That enables Endress+Hauser
to measure and to optimize the travel and work time ratio for field work.

Leading international food and drinks vending
machine operator opts for ORTEC and Sigmax
Maas International BV, is set to equip its 800 technicians with ORTEC’s
workforce planning solutions and Sigmax Field Mobility Suite, which is the
next generation of mobile solutions for field service organizations. Maas will
optimize their complete work order planning process with ORTEC’s advanced
planning solutions, ORTEC Service Planning and ORTEC Tactical Route
Planning. And based on a logistics network analysis conducted by ORTEC,
Maas has also redesigned its logistics network.

Deli XL hails the benefits of new technology in urban
distribution planning
At the second Urban Goods Transportation forum of the AECOC (Spanish Association of Commercial Codification) in
Barcelona, Deli XL, leading foodservice wholesaler and ORTEC client, hailed the benefits of new technology in the optimization
of the company’s urban distribution planning.
During the presentation, Coen Worst, Transport Planning Project Manager at Deli XL, described how ORTEC’s advanced
vehicle routing and dispatch solution is used to optimize the company’s route planning and goods distribution in the Dutch
cities of Amsterdam and Rotterdam: “There are numerous traffic restrictions in force within these two cities but with the new
technology available these constraints are no longer an obstacle.”
Michael Oskam, ORTEC Partner & Alliances Director: “Deli XL is a perfect representation of the way in which we – together with
our Spanish business partner Bitmakers – are able to serve the Spanish consumer goods and food industries.”
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ORTEC Workforce Scheduling:
Ushering in a new phase in self-rostering
Self-rostering

Matching

Sign-in roster

Collective

Preference-based
roster

Shift swapping
Brochure individual rostering NCSI

Minor

Degree of control
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More and more organizations are making the switch to
the phenomenon of self-rostering, and they are reaping
widespread benefits as a result. In fact, an independent
consultancy firm claims that companies can reduce
absenteeism by 10-25%, increase productivity by 3-8%,
and reduce overtime hours by 10-15%. For the majority of
organizations, however, these gains are not the key driver
to implement a self-rostering system; the main objective is
to actually increase employee satisfaction through a better
work-life balance, which in turn will elevate employee
commitment.
High degree of flexibility
Keen interest in self-rostering was expressed by ORTEC’s
clients at the recent Planning Day event, during which
ORTEC presented the first prototype of a self-rostering
module that seamlessly integrates with ORTEC’s workforce
scheduling solution, ORTEC Harmony. The initial reactions
were extremely positive and those present indicated that

Major

they would purchase the system as soon as it is released
to market. With the design of this new module, ORTEC can
offer organizations a high degree of flexibility to create and
manage all types of employee schedules, whether it relates
to shift rotations, shift picking, or self-rostering etc. The
interface between ORTEC Harmony and the HR and payroll
systems remains the same, as does the extensive suite of
functionality that exists to define departmental workloads
and maintain operational schedules.
Increasing loyalty and commitment
The trend towards self-rostering delivers a more simplified
scheduling process, while providing employees with more
autonomy with regards to planning their own shifts. This
additional responsibility actually allows staff to consider the
best interests of both their colleagues and the organization
as a whole, which will undoubtedly lead to an increasing
sense of loyalty and commitment towards the employer. n

ORTEC Inventory Routing:
Leading the market in product innovation
ORTEC’s latest product release,
ORTEC Inventory Routing (ORTEC
IR), is the only system on the market
to integrate demand forecasting,
inventory planning and route execution
into a single, end-to-end solution that
supports both operational planning and
execution and tactical and strategic
decision-making. With these enhanced
forecasting capabilities, companies
operating vendor managed inventory
(VMI) programs stand to benefit from
improvements in average drop size, an
elimination of out-of-stock situations
and a reduction in oversized deliveries
and product returns. ORTEC has
developed this solution to provide
complete planner support for when,
where and how much of a particular
product to deliver to the customer,
which is a key component in managing
the complexities of VMI and other
business challenges.

exclude specific data, e.g. poor quality
data, from the automatic calculations
in order to increase the accuracy of
the results. An essential feature is the
system’s ability to handle real-time
data, e.g. delivery quantities, and to
use this information to re-optimize the
orders based on actual information
should this differ from what was
originally planned. In addition, ORTEC
IR provides advanced decision support
so that planners can understand the
cost implications of adding last-minute
or may-go orders to the plans.
Functional capabilities
ORTEC IR features an unique advanced
routing algorithm that can create fully
automatic plans based on forecasted
delivery volumes and permissible
delivery timeframes. The solution
also offers the option for planners to
manually assign orders to routes if
required. There is even flexibility to

ORTEC IR is currently being piloted at
a number of businesses with varying
geographic locations, fleet sizes and
operations, and the initial results are
extremely encouraging. For further
information about this solution and the
beneﬁts it can deliver, visit:
www.ortec.com/inventoryrouting.
n
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Efficient online appointment scheduling
Service organizations across the globe are working hard to meet and even exceed
customer expectations because they understand that customer satisfaction is an
essential prerequisite for business continuity and success. With its efficient online
appointment scheduling capabilities, ORTEC Service Planning (ORTEC SP) can
support these organizations to achieve high customer service levels by offering
clients the opportunity to book convenient service appointments via the web. The
software provides a choice of available slots and as soon as the customer confirms
their preferred time, the system records the information and re-optimizes the service
schedule.
n

ORTEC integrates Vehicle Space Optimization
with SAP® Transportation Management 8.0
To overcome today’s logistics and fuel price challenges,
companies need a flexible, integrated transportation
management product that can maximize efficiency, increase
utilization and reduce costs. ORTEC has come up with
the ideal solution by seamlessly integrating the ORTEC
Vehicle Space Optimization software into the new SAP®
Transportation Management (TM) 8.0 solution. Supported by
SAP, this development has already been jointly presented to
SAP customers and prospects. The SAP® TM 8.0 embedded
VSO uses the full range of sophisticated ORTEC features
(including 3D graphics), while taking into account a wide
range of constraints, and providing the optimization capability
to reduce transportation spend across the entire logistics
process.
n
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ORTEC awarded SAP Special Expertise
Partner status
ORTEC has been appointed as a SAP special expertise partner for Supply Chain Management, which confirms the success
of ORTEC’s strategy to become a leader in the logistics field. Only consultancies that exhibit an exceptional level of expertise
and experience are considered for this title, and it is only awarded to partners who have proven special competence and
experience in either a particular market segment, industry or application area. The new partner status means that SAP will
recommend ORTEC as a particularly qualified partner for Supply Chain projects. 				
n

New healthcare solution determines optimal
staffing levels for effective patient care
ORTEC and business intelligence and data warehouse
specialist, Performation, have developed a new FlexCure
Dashboard healthcare solution that within just half a year can
deliver 5% efficiency savings on nursing staff deployment.
Furthermore, by more closely aligning the staffing levels to
bed occupancy, it is possible to decrease the number of
staff required by between 5% and 10%, while improving
patient care. Healthcare managers and hospital schedulers
can use the FlexCure Dashboard to determine in advance
(1-2 weeks) how well the nursing staff rosters are assigned to
patient flows and calculated bed occupancy rates.
n

Latest ORTEC Transport and
Distribution enhancements unveiled
ORTEC’s continuous product improvement process is evidenced by the latest
functional and technology updates to ORTEC Transport and Distribution. A
new Reporting and Analytics module delivers real-time, interactive, operational
reporting and the analytics dashboard provides support for meeting management
performance goals. The latest enhancement packages feature new functionality
for dealing with failed pickups and/or deliveries during route execution, as well
as a new optimizer for smoothing depot departure times. There is also a new
resource assignment module that provides both manual and automatic options for
assigning routes to resources.
n

New travel expenses module released
for ORTEC Harmony
ORTEC has extended the functional capabilities of ORTEC Harmony with a new
travel expenses module that is designed to calculate the distances travelled by
employees, either between work locations or as part of their daily commute. The
actual distance driven is then exported to the payroll system for reimbursement
with monthly salary payments. With this new functionality companies can avoid
errors and save a great deal of time and effort by replacing manual processing
with automated calculations, which is particularly useful for businesses with a high
number of flex workers and variable travel patterns. The system also takes into
account non-travel days due to sickness and holidays and only reimburses actual
distance driven incurred, which saves on costs.
n
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ORTEC Vehicle Routing
New: Real-time traffic congestion module
ORTEC is once again leading the market with its soon to be released, real-time
traffic congestion module. This new enhancement will provide planners with an
informative, color-coded, map layer that will overlay the existing ORTEC Transport
and Distribution map client and provide real-time insight into congested routes.
The real-time traffic data, supplied by partners such as Navteq®, can be used by
companies to avoid congestion and calculate more accurate estimated times of
arrival. Planners can then use the more realistic ETAs to reorder route and drop
sequences if required. LSPs stand to particularly benefit from this new module
because it will help them to enhance customer service and therefore maintain a
competitive advantage. 							 n
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GUI enhancements for optimized user interaction
ORTEC is soon to release an enhanced graphical user interface
(GUI) for the ORTEC Transport and Distribution and ORTEC
Service Planning applications. These GUI enhancements are
designed to increase data visibility by providing customizable
options to optimally display, sort and analyze all types of planning
data. Notable features are the use of color to distinguish data

and increase visibility in the user interface, as well as layout
enhancements and optimized screen space. Users will also be
able to configure graphical column displays to sit alongside the
corresponding data columns to provide maximum flexibility for
interacting with the system.
n

Discover the unexpected value of
Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS)
APS systems are often considered to be excellent at lowering costs. However, their real value does not lie in cost reduction
alone. APS systems can have a greater impact when they are used to support a larger program of change, especially when
the system is deployed to deliver new business opportunities. These types of opportunities or business process change can
be grouped into five main categories.
Application of APS

Potential value of APS

5

Launch new business activities

4

Implement new service delivery concept

3

Enlarge planning process scope

2

Change planning process, not scope

1

Increase efficiency of existing planning process

Type of change

Examples and potential APS value

1.	Increase planning
efficiency

The main aim is to reduce planning errors and the time it takes to create plans.
The value is an average 20-50% reduction in planning time.

2.	Change planning
process

Examples include: switching from decentralized to centralized planning and/or from static
to dynamic planning. Average resource cost savings or revenue improvements of up to 5%.

3.	Enlarge planning
scope

Examples include: increasing the amount and type of data used in the planning calculations,
e.g. real-time and historic traffic congestion data, or budget, inventory and location
constraints. Results are: fewer delivery delays and re-bookings, and improved SLA scores.
Average resource cost savings or revenue improvements of up to 5%.

4.	Implement new
delivery concepts

Examples include: introducing backhaul, cross docking or inventory routing to the existing
supply chain process; or introducing flex-pools in service companies and hospitals. Average
utilization, resource cost savings or revenue improvements of up to 5%.

5. Launch new 		
business activities

Examples include: introducing new delivery points, e.g. fuel stations for home shopping
orders; or the launch of specialized city distribution services. Without APS, it would be
very difficult to implement these new business activities. Revenue improvements can be up
to 30%.
27

It is quite clear from the above examples that the potential value of APS is huge.
Go to www.ortec.com/discoverthevalue or www.ortec.com/newworldofplanning for more information.
Or visit www.ortec.com/customers to view our customer case studies. 					
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Peter Blangé:
“You’ll never reach the top without
a compelling drive to win”

INFORTEC 2012/2013

Last year Peter Blangé, former international volleyball player and national volleyball coach, joined
the ranks of sports analysis specialist, ORTEC TSS, where he works as a commercial director.
Blangé explains that despite the switch, there have been no significant changes: “To those on
the outside, the sporting and business worlds may appear poles apart, but there are in fact many
similarities. You may be particularly talented but you’ll never reach the top without a compelling
drive to win. The same is true in business.”

“Ultimately, it’s all about performance. It doesn’t matter if
it is on the scoreboard or a company’s bottom line. The
principles are the same.” And according to Blangé, it’s not
just about winning: “If you only focus on scoring, you’re
not going to win. You need realistic goals and a desire
to push out the boundaries. You need to be willing to
improve yourself step by step. The road to the top requires
perseverance and dedication.”

When it comes to teambuilding, motivation, commitment,
discipline and conflict management, Peter Blangé is a
specialist. He is an expert in team and performance analysis
and is able to explain these concepts and tactics to a wider
public with ease.
				
n

World of top volleyball
ORTEC TSS and Peter Blangé have worked together
previously. In 2003, the two collaborated during the initial
phase of a project to develop a sports analysis system for
the entire Dutch top volleyball league. In addition, ORTEC
has been a long standing sponsor of the ORTEC Rotterdam.
Nesselande volleyball team and as a result Blangé has been
a regular speaker at ORTEC events.
“ORTEC’s involvement in the volleyball scene is not a
chance occurrence,” states Blangé, who is seen by many
as the best setter in the world. “The playing patterns in the
game of volleyball are closely related to higher mathematics
and calculations, and ORTEC uses the latter as the basis
for conducting analyses for all types of sports.
An analysis model is used to calculate the optimal
combination of players or teams. Trainers and coaches can
use the resulting data to assist with team composition and
the creation of training plans. The data can also be used by
clubs, sponsors and sports associations in order to track
the performance of up and coming talent and top athletes.
What’s more, ORTEC TSS’ systems are also used in
business to create more efficient teams and improve team
performance”, says Blangé.
Increasing team effectiveness
Blangé, an Olympic champion himself, is pleased to be able
to further ORTEC TSS’ ambition of taking (team) sports to a
higher level. “This suits me perfectly because I am naturally
skilled at helping teams to function more effectively, so
that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts,” states
Blangé. “That is the essence of team sports. Whether it is
on the field, with six people on the court, or in the business
world instead. In industry people also have to perform
under pressure and work with a team to produce a high
quality product or service - sometimes from scratch.”
With his expertise, Blangé is ideally suited to forge a link
between performance in the sporting and business worlds.

CV Peter Blangé
Peter Blangé has an impressive volleyball
career under his belt. He has taken part in four
consecutive Olympic Games (gold in 1996, silver
in 1992) and obtained 500 caps (national record)
for the Netherlands. A large part of his career was
played out in Italy, where the sport also profited
from his undisputed leadership on the court. After
retiring as a player, Blangé took on the role as
head coach of the Dutch men’s national team,
combining this role for a period of time with
the role of ORTEC Rotterdam.Nesselande team
coach, with whom he has won three consecutive
national titles and three cup wins.
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Investing in the future with IMO Partnership
ORTEC sponsors International Mathematical Olympiad

INFORTEC 2012/2013

Corporate social responsibility is also the impetus behind
ORTEC’s close links with education and its proud sponsorship
of both the Dutch and International Mathematical Olympiads
(IMO). As an annual mathematics competition, the IMO offers
over 600 young mathematicians the chance to demonstrate
their amazing mathematical abilities, irrespective of culture,
background or social status, and its a great way to stimulate
enthusiasm for the science. By supporting the IMO, ORTEC
aims to demonstrate the fundamental importance of
mathematics in all areas of society, from research and finance,
right through to healthcare, energy and the environment.
n

New ORTEC system helps North Star Alliance to ‘Optimize the World’
“This system enables us to select optimal Roadside Wellness Centres locations”
After successfully developing a client health registration system, ORTEC
has now delivered a new application that will assist North Star Alliance in
determining the optimal location and number of employees for its network
of Roadside Wellness Centres (RWCs). The new solution is developed in
cooperation with Paragon Decision Technology, using their mathematical
optimization platform AIMMS.

According to Luke Disney, North Star Executive Director:
“The delivery of this new system, named POLARIS (Program
for Optimizing the Long-term Achievements of the Roadside
Wellness Centres Investment Strategy), enables us to select
optimal Wellness Centre locations, taking into account
important factors such as continuity of care and number of
visitors.”
Invaluable support
“ORTEC already provides invaluable support in this area with
a customized client health registration system and passport
system, called COMETS,” explains Luke Disney. “With
POLARIS, ORTEC has developed an innovative application
to help determine the optimal locations for North Star RWCs,
without the need to invest a great deal of time and expense

in research and data analysis. In our collaboration with
ORTEC, we are always looking for ways how - in this case
where – to best serve the truck drivers and the surrounding
communities.” The partnership with North Star Alliance
is part of ORTEC’s Social Responsibility & Sustainability
Program, “Optimizing the World”.			
n
About North Star Alliance
North Star Alliance (NSA), is an organization established
in 2006 to unite members of the transport industry in
responding to the AIDS pandemic in Africa. Its goal is to build
a network of roadside health clinics at transport ‘hotspots’ in
Africa so that long distance truck drivers and surrounding
communities have sustainable access to basic health care.
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APS Value Assessment
Discover

Process steps
Deliverables

Management Vision,
Needs, ROI, KPI

Management

 Discuss business vision

Analyze
Scenario’s, Demo’s,
Calculations, Flows

Present
Project, ROI and
Proposed Solution

 Present project approach,
ROI and risk

and needs

Decide
Proof of Concept,
Reference visit, Next step

 Extend business case
 Work out deployment
strategies

 Discuss ROI and KPI

 Reference call / visit

measurables

 Follow up workshop/
webinar

Planning and Dispatch
team

 Discuss planning needs
 Customer input: completed

IT and Infrastructure
team

 Prepare data for demo

 Demonstrate software

 Work out detailed fit /
gap analysis

 Prepare relevant plan

and challenges

 Review KPI”s

2-4 plan scenarios

 Prepare software demo

 Discuss IT landscape

 Review system landscape
and data

and roadmap
 Customer input; completed

 Proof of concept

scenarios for demo

process questionnaire,

 Start (pilot) project

 Present high-level

 Work out detailed
hardware sizing, system

architecture

 Discuss integration options

Employee Self Service

Customer Self Service

landscape, data mapping

Management Self Service

PORTAL

 Prepare high-level

IT questionnaire

HR / Payroll

Employees
Salary Payments

architecture

ORTEC Harmony
Scheduling
Payroll Preparations
Invoice Preparations
WebAccess

Scheduling system
Planning Client

ERP

Management
Orders
Invoicing

ORTEC Harmony
Client
Planning Client

How and when?

 On site, day 1 and 2

 On and off site

 On site, day 3

 On and off site, 2-4 weeks

ORTEC APS Professional Services
Our APS service offering is designed to help you assess the value of APS, successfully
APS
Value
Assessment

APS
Implementation

APS
Business
Performance

implement an Advanced Planning solution and make sure you (continue to) reach the
business benefits outlined by management.
The APS Value Assessment service is designed to identify and map out the business

Continuous KPI monitoring

value of APS with the right people (Management, Operations and IT) in a short amount of
time. With some preparation, a high quality value assessment can be completed within
3-6 weeks. It saves a lot of time compared to sorting things out for yourself.
The APS Value Assessment is the first out of a range of APS Professional Services, which

Business Operations

also comprises the APS Implementation service and the APS Business Performance
service. The APS Implementation service is designed to provide a clear project scope
and maximum support during project execution in order to ensure a successful go-live.
The Business Performance service contains a set of services to support you and your
organization in reaching or even outperforming your KPI targets.

info@ortec.com - www.ortec.com
North America +1 404 736 9800

France +33 (0)1 44 25 05 25

United Kingdom and Ireland +44 (0)845 266 8820

The Netherlands +31 (0)182 540 500

Germany , Austria and Switzerland +49 (0) 4431 7377 0

Australia/New Zealand +61 (0) 448 670 765

Belgium +32 (0)16 244 220

Central and Eastern Europe +40 (0)21 31 10 227

International +31 (0)182 540 500

